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foreword

C. Anzio Jacobs

And we're back - 2017 was one hell of a year – from Trump to the #metoo campaign. We had an interesting Pride season and the Fees
Commission report. Bob fell and JZ seems to be at the end of his road, the SA music scene is lit and so is this edition. What is certain
however 2017 provided all the hits and more. This edition of QR highlights the experiences of queer activists from various walks of life
and their reflections on the festive season, what is means and how they celebrate it. But it would not be QR if there weren’t a few laughs
and comprehensive reflections along the way. Better yet, this QR is fortunate enough to have input from our Mauritian friends who enjoy
QR as much as we do. At various junctures though, what is clear is that 2017 illuminated a lot. We have seen major shifts in the economy,
political affiliations, gender dynamics and a rise in fluidity. Hard questions have been asked and some answers have been given. In just a
few months this publication has been made possible by you the readers – your continuous support and commitment to spreading the word
has taken us from strength to strength. We cannot possibly thank you enough. As we embark on a new year QR promises to get bigger
and better - we go online and live (to some extent) in Feb. We expand our offering this year with 6 delectable resident writers who feature
from the next edition works from various perspectives -fierce and fabulous does not do them justice as a descriptor. 2018 is set to be a
phenomenal year with the plethora of queer artists making it big and the shifting conversations on race, class, gender, privilege, and
decolonization. Young people are making waves in their sectors, the future looks peachy, and we love the new WhatsApp emoji’s. When
you read this issue, perhaps you can think of what others experienced during the festive season and why it is important to you to
celebrate it in the ways you do. From the QR team we wish you a sexy, sassy, happy, funky, fulfilling new year.
Don't despair, we're just getting the ball rolling - the next issue comes out on the 1st of February and will have more stories in it - this
edition was to give you a sense of those who seldom get celebrated, but are out here doing the work...watch this space.
Queerly Yours
C. Anzio Jacobs
@imjoesir
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the official policy or position of GALA or any of it's affiliates.

The season for what?
Jamil Khan - Resident Writer

I’ve always had a weird relationship with Christmas and the festive season.
I was raised as a Muslim, so the religious significance of the period never resonated with me. More specifically,
it was the feeling of being an outsider to the mass observation of Christmas – the legitimate, recognised religious holiday.
Any real proximity to it was felt when we would visit Christian family members on the day for lunch which turned it more into a celebration of food and
family to me. As we all do, I got older and realised that Christmas is an invention of capitalism and I didn’t like most of my family. It suddenly dawned
on me that I could choose. I could choose who to see and what to do.
Now, the festive season is more about rest after a busy year. It’s about catching up with friends and family I have not been able to invest enough time
in. The topic of investment, however, also brings me to a sad realisation every year: Everyone I invest in is not necessarily as invested in me. By the
time Christmas comes, the tide has already turned for some, and I am not of use anymore.
The festive season also tends to be a lonely time for me. Last year, a friend of mine (who is ironically Muslim) organised a lunch for all the Christmas
orphans. I went and met some interesting people and had a lovely day, but the realisation that I had no “tribe” was a harsh one. The LGBTIQ
existence is, for all its excitement, a lonely one. Fickle relationships, parasitic friendships and toxic family abound. Going through the humdrum of the
calendar year leaves little time for reflecting on relationships and it is often during this time of limbo, where time has no weight, when I see exactly
what I’m working with. I could easily say fuck that, but I am a relationship person and I like meaningful human relationships. It doesn’t sit well with me.
So, what does the festive season mean to me?
It means acting happy and striking a fine balance between indulging my reclusive ways, while making appearances here and there - just enough to be
considered sufficiently festive. It means exhausting myself more than usual, as I try to conceal my anxiety and depression which apparently needs to
be turned off during this time, because I’d break everyone’s mistletoe hearts by being a boring, miserable bitch. It means being told “I don’t know when
I’ll be able to see you, because I have more important things to do than spend time with you”. It means realising that there will always be something
and someone more important than me, even when our schedules are open. I don’t care much for the festive season. It is nothing but the unwelcoming
world I live in, with “Get Out” sings everywhere, on steroids. It is a time of mass consumption so gross, even the wokest among us can’t help but dive
in since, you know, it’s the holidays. I guess I could enjoy myself, just a bit. It’s not all sad, if for no other reason than getting a break from the 9-5.
As for me, I will use the festive season to think about my five year plan, starting in 2018. People like me don’t get to live without a plan. I’m trying to
make it beyond my current reality and the only time I have to work that out, is the time I should be resting.
Oh yeah, that’s right, I said it wouldn’t be all sad. I must remember that.

Young, Queer, Mauritian
dinner, drinks & hard talk with Carou Labonne & friends

As the festive season draws near – I asked our Mauritian friends to respond to some interview questions
like I did for the others in this edition of QR. The result was somewhat overwhelming lol. In response Carou
decided to go for a drink with her friends and go through the questions with them. The following piece is put
together from their collective responses. Tis’ the season…

Please introduce yourself and who you are sitting with? Carou – I consider myself as a unicorn full of love, who loves each and every human
being that each human has a good part and we have to focus on that. I think am an old soul who is just amazed about hi(e)rs surrounding just like a
grown up child. Samuel - appearance wise I’m often confused to be a girl having long hair and being androgynous but I’m actually gender fluid.
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What is your organization, and what does it do? The standing pioneer in the fight against homophobia/transphobia in Mauritius, Collectif arc en ciel
( CAEC ) was launched in May 17 2005 and is a non-profit organization that campaigns against discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender
identity and advocates for the recognition and acceptance of the LGBT community/’s in Mauritius. CAEC being the first local LGBT organisation
registered on a local basis and counts several outreach projects, prevention and community activities over the last 12 years. In 2005 the country
launched its first pride march called "RAINBOW PARADE" with the collaboration of amnesty international and a group of LGBT activists. For the 10
consecutive years now, the pride march - a major annual event both festive and protest - gathers between 300 and 600 people in the city centre of
Rose-Hill.

I am 22 years old male bisexual living in the Republic of Mauritius, the capital exactly (Port Louis). Nicolas - I'm 25 and I live in Mauritius. I'm openly
gay; I came out since I was 18. I have finished my studies; I studied hospitality management and got my degree. I'm working as an agent consultant for
Air France. Ryan - I consider myself as being a free mind that loves art and has a way of making people go out of their mind. Brian - happily gay and
living a happy life, I am fond of shopping and traveling too. Dom - I'm a 26 year old bisexual girl.
Unashamedly, they will tell you that they come from a little paradise in the Indian Ocean – Mauritius. Carou is sure to add that she invites each and
every queer person to come at June for the annual pride. Mauritians are proud of their country, and the perks that come with living there.
So I asked the group, all somehow associated with CAEC what they do? A lot of things, they giggle - trying to spread love, happiness and support.
We’re activists, and fight for the right to love, to exist, the right to live and be respected as a human beings. Ryan shares that he sings and dances and
that this year he is organising Christmas carols. Brian is currently on vacation - but works as a sailor and travels a lot while getting more knowledge
about other cultures around the world. Green with envy I am done with that question, I mean, who gets to live in Mauritius and travel the world as a
sailor?
What do you do at the festive season? “I am the Santa Claus of the family” says Carou, “I struggle to find gifts and cook some good food for my
family (mother/ grandmother/ brother). When they’re asleep, I run out to listen to some good live music or go dancing, get drunk #mysecret”. They’re a
fun bunch – but others prefer the traditional, such as being at home and with their families. 22 year old Samuel, doesn’t particularly care for the festive
season saying; “I’m not much of a festive guy”. Dom does the whole thing with her family – “We decorate the house for Christmas, have a special meal,
and go to mass together. For new year’s we don't do much”.
What is your favourite festive food, is a must ask question – Mauritius boasts some of the most incredible foods from a melting pot of Indian, Chinese
and French inspired dishes. But this lot - like many of us - likes the OG foods at Christmas for the most part.
BBQs and chocolate mousse, roasted guinea fowl… Dom interjects – “I used to go clubbing every week [liquid diet], now I’m too old for that”. I’m a
typical Mauritian, also seafood and Chinese noodles. Turkey and roast chicken popped up too – made me feel a bit better about my festive
indulgences. Nicolas adds “everything about BBQs, desserts, pasta, paella... food is life lol! Biryani was definitely something that came up as people
started getting hungry.
2018 is upon us. What can the world expect from you? “Nothing much about 2018 the only wish is that I’m finally next to my boyfriend” says
Nicolas. Carou wants to “be more productive than this year, to be more strong and intelligent emotionally, and to walk a second time in my unicorn
outfit for the gay pride 2018”. Brian wants to give back by doing more voluntary work for the association that works mainly with young children. Dom
wants to continue to work for her students and for any other marginalized community to make Mauritius a better place. She wants “more responsibility
but also more freedom and risks“.
Would you skip all of your work so far in exchange for 10million USD? I had to ask, they were having such a good time and who wouldn’t
like 10 million USD? Carou immediately sobers up and says – “I would never stop fighting for what is right”. She is through and through an activist,
who like other people her age simply want to let their hair down once in a while – and she has fabulous hair. Dom insists that she would skip it all and
donate some of that cash to associations including mine and recruit the best people to do the work even better than what she does. “It would be kind of
cool but no, meeting the people and socializing while doing a hard work is worth more than having a big amount of money without working hard to earn
it” says Brian, also coming to. Ryan is clear – “I wouldn't exchange my work for anything”. Their responses are those of sober minded, young queer folk
in Mauritius who are making the most with what they have – they work tirelessly to be the change they want to see in their space – inspired I thought –
perhaps we as young LGBTQIA+ South African’s can take a page from their book. Perhaps we too could be unapologetic about making change –
unashsamed that while we may not have years of knowledge, that we come with our own new ideas, ready for experiences within the sector, and
ready to make change outside of it too.
I didn’t want to put a downer on the festivities and so I asked something a bit more exciting - in your view, who is the hottest person alive right
now? Ellen DeGeneres, as she is an amazing soul, a beautiful human being Carou shouts out. It's a tie between Jason Momoa and Halsey says Dom.
That's a difficult one, but in my opinion its Chris Hemsworth adds Brian. Ryan felt that Johnny Depp has and ALWAYS will be that person. Samuel
gives me Maluma as a guy and Eva Green as a woman – I accept, not quite understanding the distinction and curious to find out who this Maluma is…
Young organisations and activists like Carou and the others from CAEC inspire beyond words. They are passionate and hard working - ultimately they
are a mirror of South African queer youth and activists alike. They are the future - and are ready to take 2018 on - head on.

QR Online
What is in store for 2018
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After a fun filled year of QR - we have heard your requests for a bigger, better publication. As such, in 2018, QR will move online and start
getting up close and personal in a way that will allow you, the reader to engage in online discussions, share your opinions, comments,
thoughts and articles in real time. We started off as a GALA news letter - but your interest has shown us a need for conversations to take
place, for us, by us and with us. In 2018 GALA will launch a new website - don't worry - same URL - just a different look. There you will
find an archive of all the preious QR editions so that you can spread the word, and the love. We cannot wait to hear more from you in the
year ahead. This is the final count down!

In my skin

real talk, real experiences, real reflections

C. Anzio Jacobs

Gender, gender bender, gender non - non conforming, gender queer, gender flux, genitals, the way I dress, speak, sway my hips, have my sex - repeat.
My body is not an apology, Sonja Renee reminded me of this is her poem The Body Is Not An Apology for too long was I concerned with peeling back
layers of myself because they were not palatable for others.
My femininity challenged people because it was paired with a masculinity that was easier to digest as far as it was normative - but that is not my truth, my
gender has been and will be in flux for the rest of my life a sometimes uncomfortable existence I must admit and yet one which allows me to bend my
gender so that I am comfortable in my own skin.
The other day I wore my skirt - I was at the shoot for the cover image and styling in it for 2 hours ahead of the fist set - we were at the top of Northcliff Hill
and the sun was setting. I took in the breeze which flowed underneath the beautiful piece of material which I sewed together just for me... Bare chested
and in a skirt many people who passed by first looked in shock at what I can only imagine confused them - others condoned this play on gender and a
celebration of femininity - as I understood it - because cameras made it acceptable to fucx with gender binaries. Janet Mock in her book Redefining
Realness writes; "Becoming comfortable with your identity is step one; the next step is revealing that identity to those around you".
Much like the myth that there is no such thing as a bisexual is damaging and untrue - many frown upon those of us who do as we please with our gender
unapologetically labelling it as confusion. But I am not confused, my gender has been challenged several times because I often present as male. Now
here's the thing - I would like to share with you my queer family a hard truth, one that has resulted in friendships ending and new ones beginning - one that
has forced me to challenge my not only my own gender performance, but also to challenge the policing done by other bodies who are constantly pitted up
against the gender binary in order to be seen. I ask for respect and to be treated with dignity as I do you. There is a myth that if you are oppressed that you
cannot, are not capable of being the oppressor. If the shoe fits...
PHOTO BY: AHMED JADA

Bear with me for a moment as I share intimate details of a recent encounter through poetry:
You carelessy fling yourself onto me
You know not of the past pains that here lie
You have suddenly become overly familiar - indulging in particulates you are not well versed in.
See dear this body is praise and worship to the deity that is I/me - however; I choose to use it bend it - perform it, but it is simultaneously trap. It is in mind, body, spirit...
It is all, it is right, it need not alter to fit your 9:9 view of my life - your social media block that defines
a beauty it does not know because I am boundless complexity.
I listen for your reassuring voice - it comes and comforts and lulls me into a false sense of calm,
you turn off lights and return to your bed - and after changing your mind you return.
You know that I am a conundrum - I am not the average joe - not easily consumed because like
delicate fish I am boney.
My gender is not for your comfort - when you see my fem, it does not mean our sex is
predetermined.
You carelessy fling yourself onto me, carelessly position me so that you can plant your flag and set
off dull fireworks inside of me because you mistake my fem for consent...
You know not of the past pains that here lie - I met you years ago when he entered me for the first
time, heaving and grunting and slobbering and unaware of the sanctuary I found in the body he was
desecrating - I know you are not him, but your assumption that that is what I like because that is
what men do was so wrong. I did not ask you to stop because I liked you - I just waited for it to be
over and hoped that I would have my turn to fucx you in heels because that's what turns my furnace
on.
You have suddenly become overly familiar - indulging in particulates you are not well versed in.
This is a dangerous game you play, kissing my neck as if it belongs to you, touching my inner thigh
as if my wetness is yours and not my own - yes I am turned on but only because I needed to be
affirmed again, maybe because you give me attention I don't know that I deserve - you will leave
and I will cum before you come again.
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You cannot possibly - as in this article - as an individual become spokesperson for every single
person who may share a similar narrative to you. It is important to understand that as individuals we
have numerous intersections in our identities and that we live extremely complex lives which are
underwritten by a myriad of lived experiences.

Headmistress of Lutzville
Whitney Booysen

Who is Whitney? Whitney is a transgender woman living in Lutzville and also the founder and director of
Trans Wellness Project.
Is the festive season important to you? If so, why? I'm not sure. In a way its important because of the family gatherings as we don't see our family
that often except for funerals. Otherwise its just another holiday for me.
What is your favourite way to celebrate the festive season? I don't have a favourite way.
Where do you usually celebrate? Mostly just at home with family
Chosen family vs family? Both depends where I am really.
What do you most look forward to about ending the year? Hmmmmm, I just like to relax as my year is mostly busy with work and travelling, we all
need a bit of a break you know...
What is your most fabulous festive memory? Don't have one, but there is still time darling.
If I gave you 10 million USD to do something this festive season what would you do? Buy a lot of food and give it to people that don't have
money so that they can have food too.
What is your sexiest festive moment/holiday romance? Hahahahaha hmmmmmm will keep that one to myself.
What does the festive season look like in Lutzville? Messy lol, normally a lot of drunk people, braais and alcohol all over. Apart from those that go
to church of course.

Urban Revolutionary
Denise Neo

Describe Denise in 10 words? Passionate, driven, loving, kind, hard working, funny, innovative, ethical and
BLACK!
Where do you come from? I was born in Soweto and Raised in Parktown.
What line of work are you in and how did you get into it? I am in the Radio industry. Working as Producer, I got into it by chance at Voice of Wits
and never looked back.
How do you celebrate the festive season, and where do you celebrate it? I celebrate the festive season surrounded by friends and family. Every
year at my Mom's house, we put up a big tree and go all out, this also gives us an opportunity to bond as a family.
What does the festive season mean to you? To me it means Family. It is also a very spiritual time for me.

Who do you listen to over this festive period? Mariah and Kenny G's Christmas Jam.
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Whose food do you wish for every year, living or lost? My Gran's Food, she knows how to throw down in the kitchen.
In your view, who the music icon most important to the festive period? Mariah Carey and her "All I want for Christmas is you" song that is my holiday
jam!

Would you skip all of your work so far in exchange for 10million USD? Lol, you can't skip passion for anything especially for no amount of money.
2018 is upon us. What can the world expect from you? Well a new business venture it's about time I empower Young Black Women to create and
begin to tell their stories and make a living from it.

Queer Radio Jockey
Waseem Saheb

Who is Waseem? I I am a multilayered human being: (in no particular order) I am gay; I am south Asian;
I am South African; I am a feminist; I am a Sufi Muslim; I am a writer; I am an activist; I am a brother; I am a son;
I am an uncle; I am a friend; I am a Radio personality; etc (the list is ever growing). I am made up of many layers of Love,
Compassion, Spirituality, Strength, Power and Authenticity.
What line of work are you in and how are you affecting change for the LGBTQIA+ community's? I am both a writer and a radio presenter; the
former focusing mainly on articles detailing lgbt relationships and issues with in the community. While the latter focuses on m2m adult sex and
relationships, in a show called the steam room, which airs every Wednesday night on Gay Sa Radio (7pm-10pm). In both capacities, my platforms
serve as a form of edutainment: not only entertaining the lgbt community but also empowering them with knowledge in the areas those areas.
What is the worst gift you have ever received over the festive period? A decorative plate that some one had hand painted in the colours of neon
yellow and brilliant blue. It reminded me of vomit.
The elves called they want their...back? The elves called they want their politicians back.
Who do you celebrate the festive season with? Normally I spend it with my chosen gay fam-which has grown the past few years. This year however
I’m heading back to the parents for some family bonding time. At least there will be biryani though.
If you could give back in a major way this festive season, who would you be giving back to and what would you be giving? I'd start an
initiative that not only promotes and fosters a love of literacy and literature.
Ever been kissed under a mistletoe? “Mistletoe can be deadly if you eat it”
“But a kiss can be even deadlier if you mean it” Lol - sorry geek mode - Batman Returns. No, still waiting and hoping for this box on the checklist to be
ticked someday.
Do you have an essential meal over the festive season? If so who makes it? Braai/biryani- as long as there's plenty of meat, I’m a happy camper.
Where are you from? Is your being informed mainly by family or chosen family? Durban but I moved to Gauteng almost ten years ago. But my
being is an amalgamation of blood family and my chosen family. My parents instilled values of compassion, forgiveness and humility. While my chosen
family stoked the fires of my passions.

Valid, Black, Queer
Phatstoki

Who is Padstokie? Phatstoki is a living and valid queer Black human being.
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What is your work about? It’s hard to say in one paragraph... I’m definitely about experiencing and living through
the complexity of life without having to explain myself to everyone else too much. I’m about existence, expression,
(even if it’s quiet). I’m about letting be, without disregarding the validity of others.

In a world that is increasingly messed up, what do you celebrate during the festive season? Alcohol, and no work to wake up for (in the
morning).
For a gender non-binary artist, what do personal pronouns mean to you and your music? I would rather leave this at no comment because I’m
still on my “gender identity” journey and it’s really hard to answer until I’m comfortable to.... but to be brief, people have referred to me as both binary
genders for as long as I can remember, it’s hard to pick one because I identify with both a lot of the time. Growing up and finding out there are more
than 2 genders made it even harder to resonate with just one. Although I’ll say I don’t like terms like “lady” because those kind pressure one to present
themselves in an explicit way. What I can say is that I am not offended when someone assumes I’m a ‘boy’ and/a “girl.” I am only offended when I’m
expected to act/look/talk a certain way to prove that my gender identity is valid.
How do you celebrate the festive season? Depends what pops up but mostly with my homies getting druuunk. I’ll be on the road a lot though, DJing
and shit. My busiest December yet.
Chosen family vs family and why? More chosen but my fam still cool peoples lol. More chosen because they were chosen for a reason. I had a play
in deciding what’s best for me as opposed to what is assumed to be best for me via the DNA chain.
Who is your favourite icon in relation to your craft and if you could gift them anything, what would it be? I have a few icons but most recently I
found Black Coffee to be a great inspiration regarding DJing... he probably has everything he needs at this point lol. What could I possibly gift BC... my
support.
If you could impart to young queer artists one bit of advice, what would it be? Your work is valid because you are.
What is your festive inspiration? Food, time-out, family, friends? Music.

Deeply emotional
Zethu Mathebeni

Who is Zethu? Zethu is a deeply emotional and thoughtful person. A lover of life and believer in humanity.
Do you celebrate the festive season, if you do, how/ if not, why? I celebrate life and that's usually pretty much
every day. I dance, laugh out loud, sing, love and work very passionately and almost at equal measures. I would say my
approach to life is to take it as a festivity until something or someone shows me otherwise.
What do you think 2018 holds for the LGBTQIA+ community/community's? As the communities grow and expand on its alphabet soup, in 2018 I
hope we will take time to reflect on the silencing we have done to each other. 2018 should be the year that allows us a critical time to interrogate the
relevance of LGBTIQA+ for us in this continent. 2018 will be a queer year and we need to figure out what that means for us as Africans.
What dish are you most famed for making during the festive season? When I cook I usually use spinach and mushrooms. As a vegetarian I find
cooking very freeing.
Chosen family vs family? I don't distinguish between family. All people who come into my life are family.
If you could make one person the musical must for the festive season, who would they be and why? Right now I'm listening to Azah. It's the
perfect sound.
What do you look forward to about the festive season? This time of the year I look forward to imagining the future. One way I'm doing it is to spend
time with Black people at Abantu book festival.
What is your favourite destination for the festive period? Home.
If you could gift black people with anything this festive period, what would you gift? Music and books
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Behind the lens
Brendan C. Campbell

Who are you and what is it that you do? Brendan C. Campbell is a filmmaker living and working under his
own production company, Hand Drawn House Motion Pictures. He is a writer, director, producer, cinematographer,
editor and visual effects supervisor. Everyone calls him Brandon and he lets them, because it's kinda funny in an ironic
way.
Does your sexual orientation play a role in the way you do your work? I've never really let my orientation sway any creative decisions I've made
or conceptualised, it's never really needed to, I am who I am and I enjoy telling stories that entertain everyone. I feel that there's been a profound
awakening in the space of queer artists and I believe we finally began seeing the realisation of that in 2017.
Who are you listening to right now? Alone. Humbug.
What is an essential festive meal for you? Good food is good food, it doesn't really matter where it comes from. Anything that's made with care,
really.
Do you spend differently during the festive season? I only go shopping to fill the emotional void that lives inside all humans... I think I bought
myself a PS4 game and some new gym clothes.
If you could have anyone at your festive table, who would they be and why? Neil Degrasse Tyson and his wife. I'm sure it'd be a hoot.
Is queer art doing the most? I feel that it's finally been given a spotlight, but it's falling into a cycle of exclusivity. Queer art isn't exactly 'Queer', it's
just art and it should be experienced by everyone as that. If by queer art you mean the artist is queer then we've been celebrating queer art since the
initial conception of art as a medium of expression. I think now it's more of a consciousness that lends audiences the capacity to respect an artist not
only for the work they create, but also who they are as a human being.
What is your most memorable gift from a festive season? Someone once bought me a Foo Fighters vinyl. It was deeply personal and completely
unexpected. Still holds a lot of emotional weight for me.
Do you spend the festive season with your family, or chosen family? All of them.
What is your favourite festive destination? We used to go to the Drakensberg every Christmas when I was a kid. You can never beat that.
If you could go anywhere where would it be and why? I'd love to go to Patagonia. Preferably the spots without cell phone reception. I adore the
work of Sindiso Nyoni - the man deserves some worldwide attention

Sandy beaches and passion
Diksha Purmessur

Tell us a bit more about who you are? Im Diksha Purmessur. A sociology graduate from university of Mauritius.
Passionate about human and minorities' right.Just this 25 year old girl who believes and strives towards making this
world a better place to live in.
Where do you come from? I am from this beautiful island with white sandy beaches and blue waters known as Mauritius island.
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What do you do? I am currently the project coordinator at Young Queer Alliance , a youth-led LGBTQIA+ organisation

How do you celebrate the festive season? By having fun mostly. On a serious note though mid November to December is really hectic.not only with
end of year activities of the org but also celebrating and engaging with the various partners who organise fund raising events(collecting boxes) or just
commemorating important international date for ex World aids day , trans remembrance day,human rights day , 16 day of activism against GBV etc)
And then there are end of years, camping trips with collegues or day out with best friends or gift shopping trips. Time just flies by during this season
Was the way you celebrate/celebrate the festive season different to how you celebrate it now? It has definitely change from just hanging out in
malls or having drinks in pubs to engaging more in communities and really taking time to appreciate the little things in life that we tend to take for
granted. Though I still hang out at regular places and join friends for a drink but I've also learned and saw the importance and impact of giving back to
communities. For example this year we are having our end of year on the 23rd.we are planning a Christmas dinner/party with the beneficiaries living in
safe haven (shelter for young girls/women). The one thing that remains unchanged though is time spent with family/siblings.in one or another no matter
what you always have to meet for a gathering somehow.sometimes its planned (wedding in families or prayer gatherings ,picnics) sometimes its just
pure coincidence (visiting a common family member , being in the same mall etc)
What is you favourite festive food? Dayuuum I'm a foodie how can I choose!? December is like peak summer time so definitely ice cream , then
maybe roasted chicken or grilled sausages and chilled beer. A more traditional in a staple sort of way food would be roti , chicken curry (known as carri
poule) and salad. In December actually we Mauritians tend to consume a lot of chicken be it as fast-food (KFC , pizza ) or traditional dish such as
briyani and chicken curry.
In your view, who is the hottest person alive right now? Do u even have to ask? YOU!! On tv that would be JASON MOMOA
Who do you listen to over this festive period? To my heart lol, Hmm in terms of music I've got quite an eclectic choice. But the trend around
Christmas would be Christmas carols (Celine Dion) /holiday songs or during end of year it would be more about Sega (Alain Ramanisum, Les Inkonus
etc). During this period a lot of international / national artist also performs in pub or have concerts ( for ex jimmy Gassel , Vidya Vox among others) so
yeah it also hots songs of the moment.
Would you skip all of your work so far in exchange for 10million USD? Hmmm do u mean like I take the 10 million and all the progress would be
wiped out? Maybe if it came with a time travel option I would do it.
2018 is upon us. What can the world expect from you? For me to be a good girl (nah not really my forte) Uhmm for me to shine brighter ...
There are some exciting opportunities coming up next year so making the most out of it will be my priority. And facing the upcoming challenges more
confidently to bring real change for the betterment of the community

Queernomics
Gyre Nene

Tell us who Gyre Nene is? I am an openly queer rapper. I pride myself in my work and always seek to improve.
What has being a queer artist in 2017 been to you? The experience has been quite interesting and eyes-opening.
From homophobic colleagues and problematic promoters to progressive people in the most unlikeliest of situations. It
had been a very sobering year in terms of my politics in which a lot of learning and unlearning has taken place.
Its the Festive season, how are you spending your holidays? Gigging! Gigging! Gigging! Also stuffing my face with my friends. Maybe meet a
man whose company I enjoy.
Do you prefer home cooked food or restaurant's for festive season meals? Lately I wanna eat out a whole lot more. But dololo funds. So festive
season meals will do.
Are you the shopping type? What's the last thing you treated yourself to? I never shop. I'm known to be, what I like to call a penny pincher. My
friends just say I'm a cheapskate. So I never really treat myself.
If you could celebrate the holidays with anyone dead or alive, who would it be? My best friend and I have always spent holidays together so nje
he is a definite. Good company is all I need really.

Living in a diverse society have you collaborated outside of your comfort zone? Not enough. I'm at the genesis of my career so I have been
focusing on myself really. But I will do so now that I've released my debut extended EP: Queernomics.
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Do you feel Queer Art is celebrated enough - if not what would you improve? Queer art is not celebrated at all. I'd remedy this by increasing
visibility and accessibility of opportunities in general. Wow, that was such an exam like response.

What is the Best Surprise you ever received? My friends organised, funded and threw me a surprise 21st B-Day party at my favorite place at the
time. That is why I love them dearly.
What dessert are you most looking forward to this festive season? Milktart. Give me milktart and I will give you babies!!!

Urban Legend
Lady Skollie

Who is Lady Skollie? A South African artist dealing with issues of consent, sex, relationship dynamics, violence,
lust and greed.
Is your work just about genitals? No.
In an ideal world what would a regular day be for you? An ideal day would be one not hampered by social media, a luxurious breakfast that ends
around 1pm and then work until about 9pm. Go to gym (if they could ever just be 24 hours) and sleep after a bath.
For a gender bending artist, what does queer life mean to your fashion sense, art and music? Sometimes I use eyeliner to write QUEER on my
forehead, like fashion. JOKES. I don't know how to answer this question.
Your most memorable holiday romance? I once hooked up with a girl that would come to where I worked all the time (she was a tourist on holiday
but it still counts as a holiday romance). I asked her for drinks because she was always looking at my mouth and she obliged. We had a great time and
hooked up but afterwards she told me she was not into girls, she had just been staring at my mouth a lot because she had been reading my lips. We
still chat from time to time and she sends me dirty books from Germany.
What are must haves for festive celebrations? Gammon. Sweet potato. White sauce on anything. Trifle.
The misogynists called their … back? The misogynists called they need their 'why do men always keep socks on in porn' back.
If you could create a festive myth/legend, like Santa – who would they be? Probably something that cuts dicks off in the middle of the night. And
gives all the girls candy after.
Describe your favourite holiday in a few words… I broke my ankle in the Drakensberg.
3 guests living or lost, who would you have at your festive celebration? My mother to judge all the food and pretend to enjoy it, my sister and a
long lost friend John Norman.

Identity Crises: The Gift that Keeps
on Giving
Jarred Thompson - Resident Writer

As queer people living in heteronormative societies our identity is always in crisis, but this isn’t necessarily a bad
thing. To be “in crisis” often has a bad connotation attached to it, but this is doesn’t have to be the case. When we are
in crisis we become aware of the false dichotomies and vacuous metanarratives that attempt to constrict who we are and
who we can be. As a result, being in crisis challenges us as queer people to renegotiate the terms of our socio-political, cultural
and personal belonging. What I believe lies in all queer people is an immense resource for creativity and innovation that emerges when we face the
identity crises of our lives.
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A personal example of this lies in my own experience of the festive season and what it has come to mean for me. I grew up in an intellectual and
devout Catholic family, attending mass regularly and even singing in the church choir. When I became a young adult I decided to leave the Catholic
Church because my vision of God changed radically. This change was partly due to my queerness and the fact that the Catholic Church still refuses to

acknowledge the beauty of desire that is inherent in queer love. Being queer then challenged me to re-conceive who I was in relation to “God” and the
universe. It also challenged me to revise what the festive season could mean for someone like me who doesn’t follow the Christian tradition and
conception of the world.
In this spiritual identity crisis I came to view the idea of “God” as not an intelligent thinking being who lives up in the clouds but rather as a creative
force: the bedrock of the universe which creates and destroys according to the natural laws of nature and physics. In addition, I came to see the festive
season not simply as a way to celebrate the birth of Jesus but rather as a time to enjoy the company of my family who have been the most supportive
of my queer life.
I am well aware that not all queer people have the luxury of an accepting, safe, family space where they can be proud of who they are. But, knowing
the radical creativity that lies in all queer people, I believe that those who face the silencing oppression of their families are creative enough to establish
spaces for themselves where their friends accept them as family and love them in all their queer glory. Though they may feel that their lives are in
crisis—that they cannot be who they truly are in the presence of their families—queer people never stop pushing the envelope, challenging society’s
ideas around what it means to be a man or a woman.
So take pride in your identity crises as a queer person, because it means that you don’t consume societal norms unthinkingly, rather you have become
aware that to be who you truly are requires creative choice that surpasses ideologies of religion and heterosexual culture. As Jean-Paul Sartre said
“We are condemned to be free” and in this condemnation we as queer people must always be mindful of the heterosexist ideas in society that
relentlessly attempt to place us in boxes even though our lives are boundless, filled to the brim with light and hope.
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Chance Encounter in
the Halls of
Academia
We met with fiery suspicion
the way a baby eyes an electric socket—
mouth-watering, words crumbling, folding over/into each other—
stumbling over empty images to the point of a kiss.
You, the Coloured stranger, became a part of me,
anticipating
I moved within the codes I knew.
A musical instrument, a scientific tool,
you resisted until a touch, a flicker, a lick and prod
and there:
words finally blending into melody,
an electron diffracting against a plain surface,
the crescendo of an orchestra.
Your shit drippled over me
a golden brown that I understood.
A plastic sheath covered my manhood,
our skins on fire we dipped into the chasm of meaning,
extracting spectral howls.
You winced and said,
“this is my first time on campus”
the Collegiate Hall’s Silence echoing a desire witnessed by
no one and therefore transgressing no laws.
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In our small compact way I cannot know why we’re here
or why I don’t really see you, but myself, changed,
born at another time, seeking a hollowed-out word,
the baby’s finger in the socket,
the constrictions of muscle around a murderous force:
a pillar of fire that—leaving you in the classroom—
returns to the marble of Desire and
quiet Collegiate Halls that chase a different Name
exhaustively.

In memory of Kewpie
Reflecting on an archival icon

The Kewpie collection, held at Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action (GALA), is
the personal photographic collection of Kewpie (1942-2013), whose given
name was Eugene Fritz. Kewpie was part of a queer community in District
Six, who at the time were known amongst themselves and by the wider
community as ‘moffies’. From what we know, Kewpie’s gender identity was
fluid, and she did not strictly identify as either male or female. However, both
Kewpie and her friends tended to use feminine pronouns for each other.
Kewpie was born in 1942, grew up in District Six and became a hairdresser,
learning her trade at Salon André before eventually opening her own salon,
Salon Kewpie. By night, Kewpie was a celebrated attendee at ‘moffie’ balls,
and she would often perform on stage to packed audiences at District Six’s
famous ‘moffie’ shows.
The original collection is made up of around 600 photographic prints and
accompanying negatives, which span the period 1950 to the early 1980s. The
images show Kewpie’s extensive social life and social circle, both within
District Six and further afield. There are photographs of Kewpie at work in the
salon, photographs of the elaborate fancy dress balls held at the
Ambassador’s Club, various portraits of Kewpie’s friends, lovers and
neighbours, images from parties, snapshots taken of everyday life in the local
area, and photoshoots of Kewpie’s friends on the streets of District Six.
GALA and the District Six Museum envisage staging the exhibition at the
District Six Museum’s Homecoming Centre, seeing the exhibition as an
opportunity to promote and disseminate new work on the history of District
Six, in line with the Homecoming Centre’s remit. We anticipate selecting
around 50 images from the collection to enlarge for display alongside the
captions originally provided by Kewpie, contextual information, and extracts
from Kewpie’s oral history interview and the documentary A Normal Daughter:
The Life and Times of Kewpie of District Six.
GALA’s volunteer Jenny Marsden, who is currently working on the Kewpie
collection, would co-curate the exhibition alongside a District Six staff member
for the 2018 exhibition.
The exhibition will depict the lives of Kewpie and friends in all their fullness
and complexity, showing both the carefully crafted public personas of ‘moffie
queens’ and also their private ‘off-duty’ lives. The rich photographic imagery
will help the audience understand how people in the district lived - the clothes
they wore, the houses they lived in, parties they attended, holidays they went
on, Christmas celebrations and relationships between neighbours and friends
in the community.
The photographs will also help visitors get a sense of the physicality of the
District Six, as they show the urban infrastructure of streets, factories and
shops in relation to the immovable and iconic backdrop of Table Mountain.
The vivid visual depiction of lived experience and place will contrast
dramatically with information presented about the eventual destruction of
District Six and displacement of the community.
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